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The Evolution of Psychodynamic
Mechanisms
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If ... deceit is fundamental to animal communication, then there must be strong selection
to spot deception and this ought, in tum, to select for a degree of self-deception.
ROBERT TRIVERS

Indecd, a great pan of psychoanalysis can be described as a theory of self-deception.
HEINZ HARTMANN

As cognitive psychologists ask more about the origins and functions of mental mech
anisms, they tum to evolutionary theory (Boden, 1987; Buss, 1984; Cosmides &
Tooby, 1987; Tooby, 1985). As evolutionists ask more about the mental mechanisms

shaped by natural selection, they tum to cognitive psychology (Barkow, 1984; Craw

ford, Smith, & Krebs, 1987; Symons, 1987, 1989). This converging focus on human

information-p rocessing mechanisms may give new significance to psychodynamics.

Cognitive and evolutionary psychologists may find in psychodynamics careful

descriptions of traits that may closely match the functional subunits of the mind that

they are seelcing. Psychodynamic psychologists and psychiatrists may find in evolu
tionary psychology new possibilities for a theoretical foundation in biology.

This potential integration is viable only if some of the traits described by psycho

analysts are legii
t mate objects of evolutionary explanation. There are several reasons

to believe that repression and other psychodynamic traits may be mentil mechanisms
shaped by natural selection: (a) They appear to be fairly uniform in humans (although

more cross-<:u\tural study of this issue would be welcome); (b) their developmental

patterns appear related to the tasks faced at each phase of life; (c) their complexity and

careful regulation imply that they serve significant functions; (d) the behaviors they

mediate, such as patterns of relationships, social communication, courtship behavior,
inhibitions, guilt, and cognitive representations of the external world, are important

to reproductive success; and (e) when they function abnormally, fitness often
decreases. Although these factors justify an evolutionary analysis (Mayr, 1988, pp.

148-160), an evolutionary explanation of these traits requires demonstration of spe�

cific functions and ways in which they enhance fitness. This.is often difficult, even for

a physical trait. Nonetheless, this is what must be attempted, because confidence that

a trait has been shaped by natural selection usually is based on a demonstration that
its details match its function (Williams, 1966).

Although several promising and interesting forays have been made (Badcock,
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1986, 1988; Leak & Christopher, 1982; Rancour-Laferriere, 1985; Slavin, 1987;

Wenegrat, 1984), it remains uncertain whether a genuine integration of psychoanal
ysis and evolutionary biology is essential or inevitable. We will, therefore, defend the

more modest thesis that such an integration may be possible and valuable. We argue
not that psychoanalytic concepts will turn out to exactly match the evolved functional
subunits of the mind, but only that they offer the best available starting point. Our
method will be to examine a variety of phenomena that are well accepted by psycho
anaiysts-repression, psychoiogicai defenses, intrapsychic conflict, conscience, trans
ference, and childhood sexuality-in order to compare their characteristics to the pre
dictions made by various hypotheses about their possible functions.

OBSTACLES -

-

Before considering the ways in which psychoanalysis and evolutionary psychology
might inform each other, several obstacles must be acknowledged. The first is that psy
choanalytic theory was built on several doctrines that are now known to be mistaken
(MacDonald, 1986): Freud was overtly Lamarckian (S. Freud, 1912-1914, 1915b/
1920; 1987; Gruberich-Simitis, 1987), he followed Haeckel's dictum that "ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny" (S. Freud, 1912-1914, 1915b/1987; Gould, 1977), and he
was a group selectionist (S. Freud, 1915a, 1920, 1923). These errors, although com
mon in Freud's time and derived partly from Darwin himself(Ritvo, 1964), have led
many modern-biologists to disregard psychoanalytic theory altogether. This is under
standable, but somewhat ironic, because Freud was one ofthe few in his time who went
beyond proximate explanations and tried to understand the origins and functions of
mental traits (Gay, 1988; Sulloway, 1979). In fact, the enduring vitality of Freud's

work may result from his attempts to explain the adaptive significance of mental phe
nomena. He recognized that an explanation of the psyche depended on understanding

the adaptive significance of its components. He tried to explain how these components
were shaped by events in the distant past. He recognized the central importance of
reproduction to mental life. And, he unflinchingly documented the selfish, aggressive,
and sexual impulses he found at the root of human motivation. Few other theorists in
his time tried to understand the functions of high-level mental structures in such an
explicitly biological way. Until the advent of evolutionary psychology, those who
sought ultimate explanations for the origins and adaptive significance of high-level
mental traits turned often to psychoanalysis.
A second major problem is the scientific acceptability of psychoanalytic data.
Some scientists dismiss all subjective reports and accept only "objective" behavioral
observations of the sort that can be obtained with other species. This stance takes the
high ground of scientific legitimacy, but severely constrains the study of subjective
experience and our capacities for empathy, insight, and self-deception-all human
traits worthy of study. Psychoanalytic data are also criticized because it is so difficult
to disentangle empirical observations from the complex theory in which they are often
embedded. This criticism is justified. Psychoanalytic methods can, nonetheless, pro
vide a unique window on high levels of mental organization.
Another barrier to linking psychoanalysis with mainstream science arises from the
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repugnance of some psychoanalytic discoveries. People are reluctant to admit that
they are motivated by socially ofe
f nsive unconscious wishes. Interestingly, biologists
have, especially in the past decade, encountered similar objections to the discovery
that natural selection does not shape behavior for the benefit of the group or the spe
cies, but for the benefit of the individual and its genes (Dawkins, 1976, 1982; Williams,
1966). People prefer not to acknowledge the underlying "selfishness" in many appar
ently altruistic patterns of behavior. Equally discomforting is the corollary that decep
tion is not an anomaly in a harmonious natural world, but an expected strategy in a
world of individuals acting on behalf of their genes (Dawkins, 1982; Mitchell &
Thompson, 1986; Trivers, 1985; Wallace, 1973).

THE BENEFIT� OF SELF-DECEPTION-A MISSING LINK?
A possible evolutionary function for repression comes from a proposal made by Alex
ander (1975, 1979) and by Trivers (1976, 1985): The capacity for self-deception may
offer a selective advantage by enhancing the ability to deceive others. "Selection has
probably worked against the understanding of such selfish motivations becoming a
part of human consciousness, or perhaps even being easily acceptable" (Alexander,
1975, p.96). "There must be strong selection to spot deception and this ought, in turn,
to select for a degree of self-deception, rendering some facts and motives unconscious
so as not to betray-by the subtle signs of self-knowledge-the deception being prac
tised" (Trivers, 1976, p. vi.). Although neither Alexander nor Trivers explicitly con
nect their hypothesis with psychoanalysis, it nonetheless ofe
f rs a potential explanation
of how natural selection could have shaped traits that systematically distort conscious
mental experience. If the ability to deceive increases fitness and if self-deception
increases the ability to deceive others, then "the conventional view that natural selec
tion favors nervous systems which produce ever more accurate images of the world
must be a very naive view of mental evolution" (Trivers, 1976, p. vi).
Evolutionary psychology came to focus on self-deception through deductive rea
soning. The functions of animal communication are well understood (Wilson, 1975,
pp. 176-241 ), and the evolved capacities for deception in plants and animals are well
recognized {Dawkins, 1982; Krebs & Dawkins, 1984; Mitchell & Thompson, 1986;

Wallace, 1973). With the demise of group selectionism (Dawkins, 1976, 1982; Wil

liams, I 966), the rise of kin-selection theory (Hamilton, 1964), and the subsequent

recognition of the crucial role of reciprocity relationships for Darwinian fitness (Axel

rod, 1984; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Trivers, 1971 ), research on deception (Mitchell
& Thompson, 1986) and self-deception (Lockard & Paulhus, 1988) has grown rapidly.
Biologists have generally not recognized, however, that self-deception is the focus-of

decades of psychoanalytic study (Leak & Christopher, 1982).

Psychoanalysis came to focus on self-deception by inductive reasoning. It began

with the observation of symptoms and uncensored reports of thoughts and emotions.
Attempts to understand this data have consistently resulted in explorations of the
meanings and mechanisms of self-deception. Psychoanalytic theory, unsatisfactory as
it may be, constitutes the best available proximate explanation of the mechanisms of
human self-deception.
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REPRESSION-THE PHENOMENON
Freud asked his patients to say whatever came to mind, no matter how embarrassing
or seemingly irrelevant. He found, by this "free-association method," that much in
the mind is not what it seems to be. Sometimes, professed love conceals hatred, indig
nant morality conceals perverse wishes, and flagrant nonconformism conceals pro
found guilt. Much in the mind is unconscious, not just becaUSt! it is not brought to
consciousness, but because it cannot be brought to consciousness, no matter what the
effort. Repression (in the general sense) is a psychological mechanism that keeps unac
ceptable thoughts and wishes unconscious (Fenichel, 1945, p. 17). The psychological
defenses are the devices that ctistort cognition in ways that facilitate repression.
Confusion often results because the term "unconscious" sometimes refers gener
ally to anything that is outside of conscious awareness and sometimes refers to the
more specific "c:lynamic unconscious," a special repository for mental contents that
would be accessible to consciousness, except that they are actively repressed. Freud
was not the first to recognize the existence of the dynamic unconscious, but he was one
of the first to systematically explore and describe it (Ellenberger, 1970). Similar con
fusion results because "repression" describes two things: (a) the general capacity for
keeping things unconscious (the meaning we will use), and (b) the more specific
defense mechanism of simply "forgetting" things that are unacceptable (Erdelyi, 1985,
pp. 218-225; A. Freud, 1966).
The study of unconscious mental events has inherent problems. As Erdelyi ( 1985,
p. 65) notes, "The problem of the unconscious poses special challenges for scientific
psychology. Not only are unconscious processes inaccessible to public observation,
but they are excluded, by definition, from private subjective experience as well. How
then can the unconscious be known-if, indeed, there is such a thing as the uncon
scious?"
Clinical evidence for the existence of repression comes from symptoms, dreams,
slips, and posthypnotic suggestion (Brenner, 1974; Fenichel, 1972; Freud, 1915a,
1917; Horowitz, 1 988). Freud originally derived the concept from observations of dra
matic symptoms that expressed unacceptable unconscious thoughts and wishes. A
woman who wants to stab her husband develops paralysis of her right arm. A woman
who wants to be taken into the arms of a certain man suddenly faints in front of him.
A man with unconscious homosexual wishes develops unfounded fears that others are
saying that he is homosexual. Evidence for unconscious phenomena also comes from
more commonplace slips.. Who has not decided to remember the birthday of a dubious
friend and nonetheless forgotten? Or resolved to conceal something and nonetheless
made revealing slips of the tongue?
Modem laboratory studies of unconscious information processing and their impli
cations for psychoanalysis are critically reviewed by Erdelyi ( 1 985). Early stucties dem
onstrated that stimuli can induce changes in affect even when they are presented so
briefly that the subject cannot recognize the image (Fisher & Greenberg, 1977). More
recent studies (Erde1yi, 1985, pp. 65-105; Horowitz, 1988; Kihlstrom, 1987; Shevrin

& Dickman, 1 980) have further confirmed the cognitive processing of subliminal stim
uli. Additional studies are based on hypnotic phenomena, and on split-brain research.
In a series of ingenious social psychological experiments, Lewicki ( 1986) has convinc
ingly demonstrated the nonconscious processing of social information. Such demon-
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strations may seem distant from clinical material and may demonstrate phenomena
somewhat different from active repression, but they do ofe
f r replicable demonstrations
of unconscious information processing.

PSYCHOANALYTIC AND COGNITIVE EXPLANATIONS OF REPRESSION
The psychoanalytic explanation of repression emphasizes the role it plays in regulating
affects and impulses. Repression dec reases anxiety by decreasing awareness of painful
facts and wishes. Repression also inhibits the expression of impulses by keeping unac
ceptable wishes out of consciousness. This is a correct description, but there are several
reasons to think it is an incomplete explanation. The main limitation is that it does
not explain why other simpler mechanisms for regulating afe
f ct and impulse are not
sufficient. For instance, why aren't unacceptable thoughts and wishes completely elim
inated from"""the mind? Not only do repressed mental contents remain in the mind,
they remain close to centers of motivation and they innuence behavior. The usual psy
choanalytic explanation also has difficulty explaining the complexity and delicacy of
repression. Why doesn't the system work better? And, why are there so many distinct
defense mechanisms? The disadvantages of repression-distortion of experience,
expenditure of mental energy, distraction from other tasks, and the costs of developing
and maintaining complex and delicate mechanisms-suggest that these costs must be
outweighed by some other functions that give substantial fitness advantages.
Cognitive psychology has made substantial progress in the study of nonconscious
mental processing and has confirmed that most information processing in the mind
goes on outside of consciousness and that multiple processors operate in parallel
(Goleman, 1985). These findings undercut the presumption that all information-pro
cessing mechanisms should be conscious. If many stimuli were represented simulta
neously in the central processing unit, mental life would be chaos. Furthermore, the
mind has limited processing power. To be effective, it must focus on a limited number
of tasks at once. These factors can explain the existence of mechanisms that limit
access to the central processing unit and thus, the phenomenon of attention and the
associated suppression of certain mental events. This is not the same, however, as
explaining psychodynamic repression.
Especially prone to repression is any mental content that causes anxiety, guilt, or
other painful emotions. But if mental pain. like physical pain, is

a

useful evolved

capacity, then blocking it should be maladaptive. One intriguing suggestion is that the
capacity for self-deception may be an adaptation to control mental pain in the same
way that the endorphin system limits physical pain (Goleman, 1985, p. 30-43). There
are, however, major dife
f rences between the systems. Endolll hins operate in emer
gency situations kl nonspecifically down-regulate the pain system, while repression
operates constantly to specifically admit and exclude particular cognitive items. None
theless, the parallel is useful. Perhaps repression does keep painful stimuli out of con
sciousness when the pain would serve no purpose. Desires that cannot be fulfilled and
transgressions that cannot be undone might both be better kept out of consciousness
to reserve processing power for useful tasks. Objective facts that would cause hope
lessness and low self-esteem might better be kept from awareness.
While cognitive explanations for repression are important for understanding
unconscious mental pr ocessing and attention, it is not clear that they are sufficient to
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explain psychodynamic repression. Repression does not just draw attention away
from certain mental contents, it actively blocks attempts by the self or others to bring
them to consciousness. If it were not for repression, the content of the dynamic uncon
scious would be accessible to consciousness. It is this active process of repression that
is the focus of explanation.

REPRESSION AND SELF-DECEPTION

As noted previously, Alexander and Trivers have proposed that self-deception could
increase fitness by increasing the ability to pursue selfish motives without detection.
The full argument has several stages: Human reproductive success requires human
social success, social success requires success in reciprocity relationships, success in
reciprocity relationships comes from getting a bit more than you give, getting a bit
more than you-give requires the ability to deceive others, and the ability to deceive
others is enhanced by the ability to deceive oneself. In short, people who incorrectly
experience themselves as altruists will be better at exploiting others through deceptive
means.
If repression gives an advantage by increasing the ability to deceive others and if
being deceived is sometimes disadvantageous, then natural selection should increase
the ability to detect deception. This will, in turn, shape ever more subtle abilities to
deceive, which will shape still more sophisticated abilities to detect deception. Such
evolutionary "arms races" between the ability to deceive and the ability to detect
deception are well known in other s�ies (Alexander, 1979, in press; Dawkins, 1982,
pp. 55-80; Trivers, 1985, pp. 395-420). The complexity of the firefly's signal, for
instance, has been shaped, in part, by the presence of cannibalistic fireflies that imitate
females in an attempt to lure males close enough to capture them (J. Lloyd, 1986).
Such an "arms-race" between deception and ability to detect deception might help to
explain the extraordinary complexity of the human mind, and the difficulty of for
mulating simple principles of human psychology.
A number of publications have addressed the possible benefits of repression. The
fundamental point was stated well by Barash in 1982: "There seems little doubt that
the unconscious, although poorly understood, is real, and that in certain obscure ways
it influences our behavior. We can, therefore predict that it is a product of our evolu
tion, and, especially insofar as it is widespread and 'normal,' that it should be an
adaptive product as well" (p. 211 ). Trivers (1985) reviews studies of deception and self
deception and emphasizes work by Gur and Sackheim ( 1979) that demonstrates moti
vated self-deception. In this series of experiments, people listened to recordings of
themselves or someone else speaking and then guessed if the voice was their own or
not. Skin conductance was measured, since it increases in response to hearing one's
own voice and dec reases when listening to another voice. What is remarkable is that
the greatest skin conductance changes occurred in subjects who tended not to recog
nize their own voices. What is more, after a manipulation that decreased self-esteem,
the tendency to acknowledge one's own voice decreased, but skin conductance
increased-findings that are consistent with the existence of self-deception.
Slavin (1987) has emphasized the advantages of deception in the negotiation of the
parent-offspring conflict. This conflict was described by Trivers (1974) in a seminal
paper that outlines the inevitability of conflicts between parents with remaining repro-
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ductive capacity and their offspring. Offspring are selected to attempt to manipulate
parents to provide more resources and help than is in the parent's best reproductive
interests (for instance, by prolonged nursing). Conversely, offspring may be manipu

lated to behave in ways that are not in their best interests (for instance, by parental
sanctions against sibling conflict). Slavin observes that deception (and, therefore, self
deception) is the best strategy for the otherwise powerless child. The child's wishes that
are acceptable to the parent remain conscious, while those that would be punished are

pursued unconsciously. Repression is a "built-in mechanism to help ensure autonomy
from the family environment" (p. 425). His argument may be a special case of more
general functions of repression. It has the particular merit of explaining why children

obey moral principles that are not in their interests (in order to simultaneously placate
and manipulate their parents). When these tendencies persist into adulthood they
may, he suggests, help to explain adult neurosis. Indeed, the syndrome of neurosis
includes preoccupation with following rules, trying hard to please others, being
unaware of per-sonal desires, and experiencing others as if they were parents. This view
of neurosis may, we suspect, prove to be of enormous value.
Badcock ( 1986), in a review of the implicatio ns of evolutionary biology for psy
choanalysis, emphasizes the role of deception in negotiating relationships. Lockard's
( 1980) careful review covers the history of research on self-deception and data-ori
ented studies that bear o n it. A recent edited volume contains a wealth of material on

self-deception (Lockard & Paulhus, 1988). In addition to a synthetic chapter (Sack
heim, 1988), the v9lume offers several chapters that take an evolutionary approach,
including one that presents data confirming the operation of self-deception in human
social networks (Essock-Vitale, McGuire, & Hooper, 1988).

THE FUNCTIONS OF REPRESSION
The core of the Alexander/Trivers hypothesis is that self-deception ofe
f rs advantages
by concealing covertly pursued motives. This insight is valuable because it o ffe rs a way
to explain the apparent anomaly of mechanisms that distort mental experience. Its
scope is unduly narrowed, however, by overemphasis on the benefits of self-deception
in facilitating cheating and underemphasis on the benefits of ..benevolenf' self-decep

tion in facilitating long-term cooperative relationships (Nesse, 1990).
A taxonomy of the functions of repression begins by distinguishing situations in
which repressed motives are pursued from those in which they are not. Motives may
be repressed even as they are being pursued, for instance, when seductive content is
u nknowingly inserted into ordinary conversation. Or. repression may hide alternative
strategies that are held in reserve for possible use at another time. For instance, a dis
satisfied spouse may embark on a campaign to please the mate, while repressing the
simultaneous unconscious consideration of plans to leave the relationship.
In other stuations, however, repression is valuable even though the repressed
wishes are not pursued at all. Some atavistic wishes are concealed in order to appear
to more closely match the social ideal. For instance, cannibalistic wishes, which are
some times uncovered during psychoanalysis, are generally not repressed just so that
they can be pursued later. In other situations, opportunities for cheating or defection
are repressed, not so they can be acted on later, but so that neither the self n or the other
is aware that the possibility ever was considered. People rarely think of stealing from
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the home of a friend, and most would be outraged at the suggestion that they might
have sexual desires for their stepchildren. In such situations, repression functions, as
analysts have long recognized, to inhibit conscious recognition of socially unaccept
able impulses.
Repression can conceal the motives of others as well as those of the self. Repression
makes it easier to overlook a friend's transgression. A personal slight might have been
a misunderstanding instead of a defection. Even if it was a defection, it might best be
ignored in order to maintain the relationship. This function has been suggested by A.
Lloyd ( 1984) and Lockard ( 1980). In this case, it is not one's own selfish motives that
are repressed, but those of someone else. This is especially valuable in hierarchical rela
tionships, where it may be advantageous for the less powerful person to present himself
as less capable than he actually is in order to avoid the attacks and resource deprivation
that might result if the more powerful person's position was threatened. This deception
is most effective if the individual actually believes that he lacks ability. This strategy
may account for-some behaviors that seem self-defeating (Hartung, 1988). Deception
remains at the root of these functions of repression, but the motive is not short-term
selfish gain, but the maintenance of long-term relationships. This might be called
"benevolent self-deception," to reflect the self-sacrifice that it requires in the short run
{Nesse, 1990).
In other situations, positive feelings are repressed. For instance, when a person
threatens to leave a relationship, the threat tacks conviction unless warm feelings are
repressed. This may explain the dramatic swings between passionate love and bitter
hatred that occur when couples are in the process of ending a relationship. Similarly,
when it is best to fight without ambivalence or when benefit come.,c; from braz.enly
denying the selfish nature of an action, awareness of guilt is disadvantageous. In such
circumstances, it is not selfish motives, but inhibitions and guilt that are kept uncon
scious.
Much more could be done to develop a taxonomy of the functions of repression.
Our point here is simply that, although repression may well have evolved to facilitate
self-deception and thus the deception of others, current benefits of deception are far
broader than merely to facilitate cheating-it also facilitates strategies that require
short-term sacrifice f o r the sake of maintaining a long-term relationship. We will con
sider the hypothesis that the evolutionary function of repression is to increase the effec
tiveness of the deception of others in ways that give diverse benefits, including not only
those that come from cheating in reciprocity rell\tionships, but also those that result
from concealing impulses for cheating and aggression in order to preserve long-term
relationships. This hypothesis offers a possible explanation of the distinctive aspects of
repression-the active distortion and limitation of conscious experience. In the
absence of a strong competing hypothesis, it is tempting to simply accept it, but, are
its predictions consistent with what we know?
One prediction is that people regularly deceive each other; this is obvious enough.
Another prediction is deception can be detected. This has been amply confirmed with
modem techniques (Depaulo & Rosenthal, 1979, p. 225-227). Although visual cues
communicate more information about emotions than auditory cues (DePaulo &
Rosenthal, 1979, p. 208-209), deception can be detected more reliably from vocal
cues and body language than facial cues (Eckman & Friesen, 1974). A third prediction
is that self-deception assists in the deception of others. If self-deception conceals any
of the cues used to detect deception (as it almost certainly must), then this prediction
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is supported. Measures of ability to deceive others are well developed (DePaulo &
Rosenthal, 1979) as are measures of ability to detect lying (DePaulo, Lanier & Dans,

1983). If these instruments were combined with a measure of capacity for self-decep
tion (perhaps by assessing

ptibility to cognitive dissonance or by a method that

susce

measures tendencies toward social conformity), it should be possible to test the
hypotheses that people with a high capacity for self-deception have superior ability to
deceive others and that people with psychiatric conditions that involve failures of
repression have superior abilities to detect deception. The same issues could also be
addressed by assesis ng the personality characteristics of people with especially high and
low abilities to deceive others and especially high and low abilities to detect de-ception.
The ability to detect deception is independent of the ability to decode pure or consis
tent cues (Rosenthal, Jail, DiMatteo, Rogers, and Archer, 1979) and is negatively cor
related with scores on a scale of Machiavellianism, but is uncorrelated with scores on
scales that assess self-monitoring and the subject's estimation of the complexity of
human natu� (DePaulo & Rosenthal, 1979, p. 229-230). It is of interest that women
are better than men at decoding body language, but men are better at noting discrep
ancies between communication channels that may indicate deception.
A strong test would be made possible by studying variations in the ability and ten

dency of people to use repression. We cannot think of a ready way to experimentally
vary the tendency to repress, but some groups of people vary in the extent to which
they use repression. In particular, people with neuroses are described as "repressed"
because so many of their feelings remain unconscious, while people with schizophre
nia are said to demonstrate inadequate repression. Clinicians have longpuzzled over
the uncann

abilit

of certain

izo hrenics to a

rehe

et and unsavory

ll_!..
Otivesino
thers;attimesit seems as if theyreallycanreadminds. It maybe, owever,
that schizophrenia somehow interferes with the normal ability to adaptively deceive
oneself about the motives of others. It would be worthwhile to arrange situations that
aroused socially unacceptable wishes and to then see if the ability to deceive self and
others declines as one moves from neurotics to normals to schizophrenics.
A recent review of cognition in depression concluded that normal people consis

tently distort reality in ways that make it less threatening and more positive than it is,
while depressed people

are

far more accurate in their judgements about themselves

and their situations (Taylor & Brown, 1988). The strength of these findings suggests
that there might well be some selective advantage to this normal tendency toward sys
tematic distortion.
Studies of people who have been psychoanalyzed would be of special interest. If
psychoanalytic treatment facilitates access to repressed material and if maintenance
of repression is useful in negotiating and maintaining relationships, then psychoana
lyis might be expected to decrease, not increase , the ability to have normal relation
ships. The apparent contradiction may be explained because many who seek analysis
start with excessive repression. Also, psychoanalysis does not remove defenses; it
replaces them with more mature and flexible defenses. Nonetheless, it would be inter
esting to consider the possibility that increased ac-cess to unconscious material (of the
sort that results from a training analysis) may cause difficulties in maintaining ordi
nary relationships.
One final prediction is that if deception offers particular benefits in cenain situa
tions, then specialized patterns of cognition and behavior might have been shaped to
make deception especially effective in such situations.l f such patterns exist, their char-
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acteristics should make sense as strategies shaped specifically to facilitate deception of
others. Defenses may be such patterns.

THE DEFENSES
A defense, in the psychoanalytic sense, is a mental process that keeps unacceptable or
painful thoughts, wishes, impules, or memories from consciousness and thereby
reduces painful affects. Dorpat ( 1985) has convincingly argued that repression is made
possible by the primary defensive process of denial-the disavowal of stimuli that
arouse unacceptable thoughts or feelings. He further argues that other defenses consist
of degrees of denial combined with other psychological maneuvers. These more com

plex and specific defenses-reaction formation, projection, rationalization, and oth
ers-involve dwees of compromise between impulses and inhibitions. The most
basic form of denial is simply not consciously acknowledging things one would rather
not, such as unwelcome sexual innuendo.

Rationalization

is a more sophisticated

form of denial in which events are acknowledged but their meaning and importance
is denied. This is illustrated by a person who acknowledges the reality of criticism by
the leader of the group, but attributes the criticism to the leader's irritable mood in

order to deny its personal significance. In reaction/ormation, unacceptable feelings are
replaced by opposite feelings, for instance, when unconscious sexual wishes are cov
ered by conscious disgust with sexuality.
About two dozen kinds of defenses have been recognized. Why are there so many?
Psychoanalysis di!S(.. Tibes how each defense regulates impulses and protects conscious
ness from painful thoughts and feelings. This provides a proximate explanation for the

defenses, but still may not explain why there are so many. Why didn't natural selection
strengthen repression so it could do the job by itself? Also, the existence of multiple
defenses gives rise to situations in which defenses conflict with each other. The exis

tence of many and elaborate ego defenses is not necessari ly explained by their func

tions of internal regulation.

We will consider the hypothesis that the specific ego defenses are specialized strat
egies for deceiving others. Certain defenses may regularly be elicited by certain con
flicts because they are especially effective strategies in certain situations. The various
aspects of a defensive pattern may be consistently associated because they are parts of

a coherent deceptive st.rategy.lf this hypothesis is correct, then it should be possible to

demonstrate how the aspects of each defense facilitate deception. We will, therefore,

analyze the characteristics of a variety of defenses to see if they can be understood as
facilitators of deception of others.

The Defenses as Deceptive Strategies

Regression is reversion to earlier patterns of behavior. In a time of stress, a four-year
old may begin wetting the bed again, an eight-year-old may renew temper tantrums,

and an adult may act uncharacteristically dependent or manipulative. Some functions
of regression are clear. When a child is sick or hurt, it is in the parent's genetic interests
to provide extra resources. This may have led to regression becoming a general signal
of a need for aid, perhaps one used routinely by adults as well as children. But, as noted

by Trivers ( 1985) and Slavin ( 1987), children can manipulate this system to get extra
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resources by acting younger than they really are, thus setting in motion an arms race
between deception and ability to detect deception. Slavin deemphasizes the benefits of
deception in adult interactions and implies that regression is a reversion to earlier
modes of interaction. It would be reassuring to find that regression and other deceptive
strategies are used mainly by children and pathological adults, but, in fact, children's
ability to use regression in the service ofdeception may be only an early and relatively
crude precursor of manipulation skills that become so practiced and natural in normal
adults that they are easily overlooked. Perhaps anger at adults who complain and act
helpless reflects an intuition that such strategies are often exploitative.
Reaction formation, the tendency to experience and express the exact opposite of
an unconscious wish or feeling, may be more effective than simple repression at pro
moting deception in certain circumstances. The man who is aroused by a proposition
from an attractive woman may loudly proclaim that he is starting an antipornography
group, thus effectively hiding his secret. If he overdoes it people will recognize that "He
doth protesCtoo much," but people are remarkably reluctant to consider impure
motives in loud moralists. People who use reaction formation extensively are prone,
in certain situations, to suddenly and apparently unaccountably express the repressed
impulse-witness the preacher who rails about sexual dissolution but then finds him
self patronizing prostitutes (unaccountably or not, depending on the degree of self
deception involved). Even ifthe impulse is not acted on, repression can still be adap
tive, by distracting others from recognizing socially unacceptable impulses.

Projection is the defense of denying unacceptable aspects of the self and simulta
neously attributing them to others. For instance, a person who feels intellectually infe
rior may attack others for being "stupid." Accusations distract people from looking
too closely at the accuser. For instance, unconscious homosexual wishes are com
monly manifested by expressions of revulsion toward homosexuals. This may lead to
serious problems, but it usually effectively conceals the secret. In a conscious version
ofthesame mechanism, Cyril Burt, the psychologist who invented data to confirm his
beliefs about the heritability of intelligence, made vitriolic attacks on the integrity of
other scientists. Projection offers a further advantage because a person who experi
ences his own unsavory motives as if they were in others will often accurately antici
pate other people's plans. Empathy, the ability to experience the feelings ofother peo
ple as if they were one's own, is the converse of projection. It is highly valued because
it allows people to accurately anticipate the needs of others, but it can also facilitate
effective manipulation.
Identification and introjection are the psychological mechanisms by which values
and characteristics of others are taken into the self. Early in life, children identify with
their parents and introject norms and beliefs, thus facilitating the transmission of cul
ture Later in life, a tendency to unconsciously absorb a leader's wishes as one's own
offers substantial benefits if the leader distributes status and rewards to those who sup
port his beliefs. If a leader punishes those who are seen as opponents, identification
offers additional advantages, while independent perception may have disastrous con
sequences (Barkow, 1976, 1980). If this is correct, people should identify most with
those who are wealthy, powerful, opinionated, and punitive, a prediction that seems
likely to be correct, but is difficult to derive from other theories.
Identification with the aggressor occurs when people accept, as their own, the
wishes of someone who is exploiting or abusing them. This defense is often thought to
be pathological, but it offers benefits in many situations. If a person has been captured
.
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by another group, the capacity to psychologically join the captors might be life-saving
(Barkow, 1976). Within a group, identification with a powerful leader offers substan
tial advantages, even if it means accepting exploitation and humiliation at times. Indi
viduals who accurately perceive exploitation may be at a considerable disadvantage.
A common clinical problem is the difficulty of getting an abu.sed spouse to acknowl
edge the abuse. Often there is an apparent loyalty to the abuser and a belief that the
abuse is justified. In modem societies where women have some legal protection and
opportunities for alternative mates, this tendency often simply perpetuates abuse, but
in many traditional societies, such identification with the aggressor may prevent an
even worse fate.
Splitting is a recently described and somewhat controversial defense (Dorpat,

1985; Kemberg, 1975) in which some people are idealized and others are depreciated.
Patients who use this pattern often disrupt the relationships among psychiatric hos
pital staff by iclealizing some and depreciating others. Though immature and unsa
vory, splitting is a powerful strategy in triangular competitions. Idealization strength
ens the bond with one person, while derogation of others disengages the idealized
person from previous allies. This seemingly pathological defense may be especially
useful when most alliance partners are already committed. Children may learn to rely
on splitting when it works especially well, for instance, when they can get support from
one parent mainly by depreciating the other. If this speculation is correct, splitting
should be especially common in children who have been emotional pawns in bitter
divorces.
Rationalization and intellectualization are relatively mature defenses that are used
regularly by normal people. Rationalization consists of making up alternative expla
nations that distract attention from true motives. This can be used for manipulation
or to maintain relationships. Intellectualization is similar, in that the facts of a situa
tion are acknowledged, but here the emotional content is kept carefully separate. This
makes it possible to acknowledge the facts of a situation while avoiding disadvanta
geous displays of pleasure or anger.
Then there are the defenses that are seen as the most mature of all-humor and
sublimation. Humor turns problematic confrontations into play, so that neither party
is required to compete altogether seriously, with the risks that would entail. It allows
graceful yielding without admitting inferior status. It can also be used to subtly insult
a third party so as to define those present as an in-group in contrast to an inferior out
group (Alexander, 1986). In sublimaiion, the wish is partially satisfied in displacement
and some derivative satisfaction is achieved. Sublimation allows the partial satisfac
tion of forbidden wishes in socially acceptable ways.
Each ofthese defenses seems to have characteristics that are unnecessary for inter
nal regulatory functions. In addition to being covert cognitive manipulations, they are
also overt behavior patterns aimed ;:�t influencing others. Furthermore, the aspects of
each defense seem to be designed to give benefits in certain situations. To the extent
that the individual defenses can be shown to facilitate adaptive deception of others,
this supports the broader hypothesis about repression in general.
How can this hypothesis about the specific defenses be further tested? It predicts
that the habitual use of certain defenses should be closely related to certain social sit
uations and relationship strategies. For instance, reaction formation should be com
mon when expression of prohibited impulses is enforced by strict social norms in a
tightly knit group. Identification with the aggressor should be common in people who
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have no alternative but to submit to a powerful figure. Splitting should be associated
with situations in which an individual has few close relationships. The literature that
relates personality types and defensive styles might offer more specific predictions to
test the hypothesis that certain defenses are particularly useful in conjunction with cer
tain interpersonal strategies

.

MENTAL CONFLICT
One ofthe more widely accepted observations of psychoanalysis is the central role of
conflict in mental life. This conflict does not seem to simply reflect mere competition
between various possible behaviors. Instead, intrapsychic conflicts usually seem to
have two sides, with impulses on one side and inhibitions on the other. This pattern
so consistently describes the observations of analysts that they call the source of
impulses the

id and the modules that

inhibit the expression of impulses., because of

external and-internal constraints, the ego and superego, respectively (Leak & Chris
topher, 1982; Trivers, 1985). The superego can be thought of as the conscience, while

the ego is the locus of executive functions that balance satisfaction of impulses with
anticipated internal and external costs.

This model of mental conflict poses a challenge for evolutionary psychology. It is

most curious that conflict should occupy such an important place in the mind. The
allocation of substantial mental-processing time to conflict seems unwieldy and inef

ficient. Why hasn't natural selection shaped a simpler algorithm to prioritize various
behavioral options without all the complexity, anxiety, and symptoms that attend
intrapsychic conflicts? Perhaps phylogenetic constraints make a simpler system
impossible, but before accepting this hypothesis, we must consider the possible func
tional significance of mental conflict.
What important categories ofdecisions could be reflected by the pattern of mental
conflict reported by psychoanalysts? One important category of decisions is whether
to invest in direct reproduction or in kin. This does not, however, match the reports
of analysts. For instance, the mother's desire to be with her baby seemsto arise as much
from id as from ego and superego. Other important categories of decisions concern
relative investments in reproductive versus somatic effort or in defense versus foraging
(Townsend & Calow, 1981). But the match between the psychoanalytic model and
these tasks also seems poor. The id seems to motivate behavior that will bring individ
ual satisfaction in the short run, while the superego motivates normativt:: bt::havior that
has short-term costs to the individual and benefits to others. What important resource
allocation decision would be reflected in this dichotomy?
Human Darwinian fitness depends profoundly on success in social relationships,
and success in social relationships depends upon the ability to correctly decide when
to cooperate and when not to cooperate. Those who are too selfish have no friends and
lose the social competition. Those who are indiscriminately generous are exploited
and also lose. Natural selection may have divided human social motivation into two
streams, one to advocate for each strategy. Conflict may be at the core of the mind
because it is so essential for humans to correctly d�cide, at every moment, whether to
invest in a relationship or a group that may offer long-term benefits or whether to

dire<.:tly pursue individual benefits. A person who invests substantial processing time

to these decisions and makes them well will have a substantial fitness advantage over
a person who makes them poorly.
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A similar division of motivation has been proposed by Margolis ( 1982) to explain

economic allocation patterns that cannot be accounted for by traditional theory. He
postulates the Darwinian origins ofseparate mental agencies that motivate self-inter

ested and group-interested spending in order to explain the economic conundrum of
voluntary contributions to the public good. He does not note the striking parallel to
psychoanalytic theory.

Frank (1988) explains Adam Smith's "moral emotions" as Darwinian solutions to

the commitment problem. This problem refers to the advantages and difficulties of
arranging a system of rewards and punishments to ensure a certain pattern of behavior

in the future. By motivating behavior that has an immediate cost, a moral emotion

can allow greater benefits later. These go beyond the benefits of reciprocity relation

ships to include the benefits of intimidating bullies by demonstrations of spiteful
behavior.

The conflict at the core of the mind may thus be viewed as conflict between strat

egies that have short-term and long-term payoffs, between selfish and altruistic moti
vation, between.pleasure seeking and normative behavior, and between individual and

group interests. The functions ofthe id match the first halfofeach ofthese pairs, while

the functions ofthe ego/superego match the second half. The association oflong-term
strategies with altruism, normative behavior, and group interests into a specialized

motivational stream (the superego) may result from the importance and delayed

nature of benefits from social relationships.

If, as seems to be the case, the capacity for negotiating and maintaining relation

ships has become steadily more important to hominid reproductive success, then the
capacity for inhibiting and repressing "selfish" impulses has likely been increasing dur
ing human evolution, and the clinical description ofsuch impulses as "primitive" may

be more than just a figure ofspeech. In modern societies, however, with their cultural

diversity, large fluid groups of nonkin, and transient relationships, the benefits of
benevolent self-deception may decrease. In fact, tendencies to deceive oneself about

the motives of others increase vulnerability to exploitation. Perhaps the rapid growth

of psychotherapy in recent decades results, in part, from its ability to weaken the

evolved tendency toward benevolent self-deception in societies where it is less usefuL

This brings us back to the problem of repression. Why not be conscious of both

sides of the conflict? In any given situation, whether an impulse is inhibited or

expressed, the alternative s
i usually repressed. Why is this? The social benefits ofa gen
erous act are severely compromised if it is accompanied by indications that a selfish

alternative was seriously considered. Repression conceals the rejected alternative and
thus gives an advantage. When an aggressive impulse is expressed tentatively, it may
be useless. Repression blocks the restraints of conscience so decisive action is possible.

When repression is ineffective, neither side of the conflict may gain ascendency, and
pathological ambivalence may paralyze effective action, as is often the case in obses

sive compulsive disorder and schizophrenia.

CONSCIENCE, GUILT, AND NEUROSIS
This model of mental conflict offers a perspective on how conscience could have
evolved. Conscience. the mental agency that punishes behavior that deviates from

internal and external norms, is difficult to explain because behavior guided by norms
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is less flexible in changing situations and because so many norms promote altruistic
behavior and thus increase vulnerability to exploitation. Granted, people's norms can

change somewhat, and cultures vary in the rigidity with which norms regulate behav·

ior, but people do seem to have a special mechanism for absorbing and maintaining

certain norms. Ifthe contents ofconscience are regulated by a special system, this sug·

gests that they may serve special functions.

One function of norms is to transmit cultural knowledge and conventions whose

benefits are not obvious. Those who follow such conventions benefit both by following

concrete rules (such as not eating pork) and by participating in social conventions

(Barkow, 1976; Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Lumsden & Wilson, 1981; Tooby & Cos·

mides, 1989). Cultural norms may also provide a "language for relationships," a set of
rules that facilitate relationships (Cosmides & Tooby, 1989; Tooby & Cosmides,

1989). Some such rules are arbitrary-it makes little difference if we drive on the right

or left side Qf the road or if we greet each other with right or left hand, but such con·

ventions, once established, are stable. Other rules are constrained by the tendencies of

a brain that has been shaped by natural selection as a result of success and failure in

dealing with just such situations. People follow both kinds of subtle rules of relation·
ships as intuitively as they follow grammatical rules. If norms provide an emotional

language for conducting relationships, then a fundamental bias toward social conser·
vatism and conformity might well offer an advantage.

There has been much debate about other functions for conscience, but no consen·

sus is in sight (Alexander, 1987; Axelrod, 1986; Campbell, 1975). Alexander has

emphasized the possibility that the capacity for conscience evolved in special circum·
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manifestations are mainly attempts to manipulate others. This usefully emphasizes

the manipulative uses of guilt and the importance of intergroup conflict in shaping

norms. It does not, however, fully explain the manifestations of conscience in every
day circumstances. Conscience must have some benefit other than as a way we are
manipulated by others for their benefit, or conscience would be selected against. And,

if it functioned mainly to enforce group cooperation in the face of competition with
other groups, our concern for everyday individual behavior within the group would

occasion less moral concern.

Important moral rules tend to be about social behavior that requires short-term

sacrifice. But, how can such behavior increase fitness? We hypothesize that the capac

ity for conscience may have been shaped by natural selection to promote and preserve
reciprocity relationships. This explains why many moral principles require self-sacri

fice for the sake of some relationship partner. It is also consistent with certain emo

tional inclinations. People who subordinate their own satisfactions to those of friends

are valuable partners; those who cooperate only when a quick benefit is available are

much less desirable (Barkow, 1980; Trivers, 1971, 1981). We do not seek reciprocity

relationships that involve the mere trading of favors. Instead, we seek relationships

based on apparently irrational emotional bonds. Because friends allow debts far

beyond the available collateral, they provide help when times are hard, which is, of
course, when it is needed most. This may be an example of how emotions help to solve

the commitment problem (Frank, 1988).

Violation ofan internalized moral rule sometimes offers substantial benefits. Such

situations pose difficult moral dilemmas. Adaptive behavior in such circumstances
often requires strict repression of either the wish or the norm, and symptoms often
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result. The anticipation of experiencing guilt weakens impulses to violate moral prin
ciples . When they are violated, guilt and self-destructive behavior may arise, even if
the violation remains unconscious. Conversely, pride is aroused when an opportunity
for taking a short-term gain is forgone.
Are some moral principles universal? Specific moral rules differ vastly in different
cultures, but the attempt to find deep commonalties in moral systems has long been a
concern of moral philosophy. Moral beliefs may share a deep structure that constrains
them, as is the case for language (Chomsky, 1975; Cosmides and Tooby, 1989). Could
the common patterns of kin and reciprocity relationships (Alexander, in press; Axel
rod, 1986; Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Hamilton, 1964) shape a deep moral structure
of the mind? Understanding such structures may be a necessary precursor to a valid
cross-cultural psychodynamics.
These conjectures about the functions ofconscience and guilt provide a framework
for considerini_ �.eurosis. People with neurosis remain unaware of many of their own
impulses, strictly follow internal norms, and try hard to please others. They experience
considerable anxiety about possible transgressions and guilt about past transgressions,
and they

are

reluctant to express anger when others cheat or defect. In reciprocity

terms, neurotics cooperate too consistently. Some neuroses must simply be strategies
to attract and hold fair reciprocity partners, but neurosis can also be an exploitative
strategy (Alexander, 1989; Hartung, 1988; Slavin, 1987). Ifespecially altruistic people
exist, it might be profitable to try to convince others that one is such a person in order
to get them to try to establish relationships with you (Alexander, 1987). This strategy
is facilitated by the ability to systematicaJly exclude impure motives from conscious
ness, an ability that requires the subtle use of many defenses. When relationship part
ners prove untrustworthy, many neurotics do not leave the relationship. Instead, they
induce guilt, demand retributions, and inflict subtle revenge (often unconsciously). l n
order to keep the partner from seeking relationships elsewhere, extensive and subtle
attempts may be made to lower the partner's self-esteem. In psychotherapy, it is cru
cial, btJt usually difficult, to get such patients to admit that they have impulses that are
less than pure. This is not surprising, since any such admission would cripple their
main strategy for relating to others. Making the transition to a strategy based more on
r
ordinary reciprocity is difficult to do gradually; one cannot simultaneously coopeate
and defect. This may help to explain the period of unstable functioning that often is
observed in the process of an ultimately successful psychotherapy for neurosis. Neu
rosis itself is not likely to be a product of evolution, but its pattern tends to confirm
the hypothesis that guilt evolved to preserve reciprocity relationships.

TRANSFERENCE

Transference is the phenomenon oftransferring (displacing) feelings about one rela
tionship onto another. The psychoanalytic conceptualization of transference empha
sizes the importance ofearly childhood relationships in shaping feelings about people
later in life. The conclusion of psychoanalytic studies is that many strong feelings in
adult relationships arise, not from current circumstances, but from expectations based
on transference. Thus, we once again are faced with the problem of explaining a psy
chological mechanism that distorts reality.
The least controversial explanation for transference is that children's first relation-
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ships serve as templates for those that follow. Repeated experiences with primary care
takers build up mental representations ofother people. Some ofthese expectations are
taken for granted in healthy people: for instance, the expectation that others havt: sep
arate motives, feelings, and movements. Other expectations, however, are shaped
much more by the individual child's experiences. For example, a well-loved child may
find it easy to believe that a new acquaintance wants to be his friend, while an abused
child may expect to be disliked. Such mental models ofthe social world are useful and
not at all surprising. What is surprising is that they tend to be so inflexible. Psycho
analytic studies find not only that people's transference expectations persist remark
ably in the face of contrary evidence, but that people seem to act in ways that induce
others to take on the role ofthe original transference object. How could such an inflex
ible system offer an advantage?
One explanation is that early relationship experiences result in facility with certain
strategies of conducting relationships, and practice makes these strategies more and
more rewarding. Because some strategies are mutually exclusive (such as influencing
others using threats or affection), personality patterns are further stabilized. These
strategies are still further perpetuated by choosing partners who offer complementary
roles and by the self-fulfilling nature ofexpectations. In short, early relationship strat
egies and transferences lead to the fonnation of stable personality characteristics (Bios,
1962; Buss, 1984).
Another explanation for the persistent nature of transference expectations is that
patterns of interaction were probably much more stable in the bunter-gatherer bands
that characterized most ofour evolutionary past. In a stable culture, an individual who
makes global assumptions about others based on sparse clues may better predict the
behavior of others than those who waitto rely on "objective" learning. In our fluid and
diverse society, transference expectations are less likely to be accurate and therefore
less likely to be adaptive. While some aspects of transference may be mental patterns
for relationships that are part ofour "prepared learning," the more individualized and
complex aspects oftransference are a cause ofcharacter neuroses and other pathology.
In earlier times, such tendencies might well have provided a grammar for the conduct
ofrelationships and accurate anticipation ofwhat could be expected from another per
son. Advantages arising from these functions could provide a modern biological expla
nation for the phylogeny of transference, which Freud ( 1915b/ 1987) so long sought.

CHILDHOOD SEXUALITY
The power ofthe concept of transference is closely connected to childhood sexuality
because early attachments usually involve sexual wishes. Such conviction about the
importance and prevalence of infantile sexuality often seems preposterous to those
without psychoanalytic experience. Not only is there a lack of quantitative documen
tation, but the incest taboo makes such statements disturbing and, given the disad
vantages of inbreeding, biologically implausible. Nonetheless, psychodynamic inves
tigators have, for several generations, reported that children have intense conscious
and unconscious sexual wishes toward their parents. How might this phenomenon be
explained?
The first possibility is that children experience sexual wishes toward parents simply
because they are the first available potential sexual partners. This view, advocated by
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Bowlby ( 1969), sees childhood sexuality as an early stage in typical primate develop
ment, a precursor to adult exogamous sexuality. A refinement is offered by Rancour
Laferriere ( 1 985) who proposes that childhood sexual interest in the opposite sex
parent can offer a model for later appropriate mate choice. Since the parent is suc
cessful, choosing someone similar may offer an advantage. A related explanation of
how childhood sexual identification may affect adult sexual behavior is offered by
Draper and Harpending ( 1 982).
Badcock ( 1986, 1988) offers a complementary view ofchildhood sexuality. He sug
gests that children may manipulate parents by precocious sexual signaling, a capacity
that may be especially valuable in the light of sibling competition and parent-offspring
conflict. Just as a woman may use sexual cues to get a male friend to offer assistance,
a girl may use a similar strategy with her father, and a boy with his mother. Practicing
these strategies with parents may also give additional benefits later in life. Badcock also
suggests that such patterns of manipulation exist between members of the same sex
(such as a son behaving in a submissive pseudofeminine manner in order to increase
his father's cooperation) and that this might explain some unconscious homosexual
feelings that are uncovered in the course of psychoanalysis.
Badcock ( 1 989) furthersuggests that children may elicit still more investment from
parents if their precocious sexuality indicates special competence in adulthood. He
argues that sons will benefit more from this strategy, especially in polygamous cultures,
because of the Trivers-Willard effect (1973). Such preferential investment in sons
would arouse envy in daughters, envy that could explain certain nuances of the Oedi
pus complex (Badcock, 1 989). This predicts that Oedipal wishes and envy will be more
prominent in girls who have brothers and in families that are of high status.
One final speculation is the possibility that early transference patterns may provide
the foundations for self-deceptions such as the idealization needed to fall in love or the
unrealistic devaluation that occurs when people defect from an established relation
ship. In such instances, the seemingly unnecessary complexity of"incestuous" infan
tile sexuality may be parts of proximate mechanisms for regulation of adult sexual
strategies.
As far as we know, there have not been attempts to objectively measure the inten
sity of Oedipal phenomena and to correlate them with family variables that might
allow a test of such hypotheses. Whether these speculations on the possible functions
ofchildhood sexuality tum out to be wrong or right, we believe they suggest enough
possibilities to make it worthwhile to consider the possible functions ofchildhood sex
uality.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PSYCHOANALYIS AND PSYCHIATRY
Psychoanalysis and psychiatry may derive important benefits from an integration with
evolutionary biology. The most important is the possibility of a solid theoretical foun
dation in the natural sciences (Bowlby, 1981; Sulloway, 1979). Efforts to link psycho
analysis to proximate neurophysiology have not brought psychoanalysis into the sci
entific mainstream, but evolutionary psychobiology, with its growing emphasis on the
adaptive functions of subunits of the mind, may offer a natural foundation for psy
choanalysis. Such a foundation provides an excellent first test for any aspect of psy
choanalytic theory; that is, is it consistent with evolution? This immediately weeds out
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ideas based on outmoded or implausible biology. Other previously problematic ideas
gain legitimacy when viewed from an evolutionary perspective. For instance, Freud's
emphasis on the sexual origins of human motivation as reflected in the concept of
"libido" is remarkably congruent with the evolutionary psychobiologist's recognition
of the crucial importance of reproductive success to human motivation.
An evolutionary approach gives rise to new questions for those who study psycho
dynamics: Why is there repression? How has natural selection shaped the framework
for intrapsychic conflict? Why are there so many defenses, instead ofjust repression?
What are the evolutionary benefits of conscience? Is childhood sexuality a strategy of
parental manipulation? We do not pretend to have answered these questions, but we
hope that we have convinced the reader that they are worth further study.
Evolutionary theory also can contribute to our understanding of psychopathology
(McG\1ire & Essock·Vitale, 1 98 1 ; McGuire & Fairbanks, 1977; Nesse, 1984; Wene
grat, 1984). The organization of clinical information according to evolutionarily sig
nificant concepts may clarify diagnosis and explain the patterns of some syndromes
(McGuire & Essock-Vitale, 1981 ). The evolutionary significance of the capacities for
anxiety (Marks, 1987; Nesse, 1987, 1988) and mood (Gardner, 1982; Sloman & Price,

1 987) are being explored. Personality disorders may be interpreted as exaggerations of
adaptive strategies for negotiating interpersonal relationships (Buss, 1984). And psy
chotherapy, the technique of intervention that has developed from proximate psycho
dynamic theories, may be clarified and made more effective when studied from an
evolutionary perspective (A. Lloyd, 1990; Slavin, 1988).
Evolutionary theory may also provide the long-sought common language for psy·
choanalysis, neuroscience, and cognitive science. The "bio-psycho-social model" was
first brought to American psychiatry by Adolf Meyer in an attempt to bring Darwin
ism and the adaptive significance of individual life events to a profession that mainly
considered genetic and physical factors (Willmuth, 1 986). Psychiatry is again prt=OC·
cupied with proximate mechanisms and will again benefit from a scientific approach
to adaptation. The goal of integration is now widely accepted in psychiatry, but still
missing is a framework for linking studies at different levels of organization. By ana
lyzing the adaptive functions of traits on all levels, an evolutionary perspective may
provide such a framework.

IMPLICAliONS FOR EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY
Psychoanalysis offers a perspective on mental life that has, so far, not been incorpo
rated by evolutionary psychology. Its research method, free association, offers unique
opportunities for naturalistic observation of the operation of psychological mecha
nisms. It also offers a wealth of information about human self-deception, the impor
tance of which isj�st now being recognized by evolutionary biologists. Finally, it offers
a theory of high-level mental mechanisms, one that is fragmented and sometimes
obscure but that is descriptively rich and derived from clinical material, independent
of modem evolutionary insights.
Evolutionists who want to use the data of psychoanalysis face many difficulties.
The database of public clinical material is sparse. Objective observations are hard to
disentangle from theoretical doctrines. And, there is a tendency for fields that lack full
recognition as sciences, such as psychoanalysis and evolutionary psychology, to avoid
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associations wit h other fields whose scientific identity is also insecure. We believe it

will be worth the effort to surmount these obstacles in

order to tap psychoanalytic

descriptions of mental mechanisms at high levels of abstraction. They describe pat
terns of self-deception and a rudimentary map through territory in which the evolu
tionist might otherwise become hopelessly lost. While evolutionists can propose mcch·
anisms they expect to find based on the tasks that the mind must perform,
psychoanalysts can offer their observations about the mechanisms they have observed.

CONCLUSION
Psychoanalysts and evolutionary psychologists share a view of the mind as a system of
domain-specific mechanisms. The concepts used by psychoanalysts-repression,
defenses, intrapsychic conflict, childhood sexuality, and transference-may not tum
out to be the best categories for scientific research, but they are currently the best avail
able at this level of mental organization. The reports of psychoanalysts about mental
phenomena may be similar to those of early ethologists-rich sources of observation
that are mixed, often haphazardly, with concepts and theories, some idiosyncratic,
others prescient, with no simple way to distinguish between the two. The systematic
application of evolutionary principles has transformed ethology into a mature science;
perhaps it can do the same for psychoanalysis. If so, psychoanalysts will someday be
recognized as pioneering naturalists ofthe mind.
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